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This Reader comprises articles written in the context of the first phase of
liberalisation. In 1991, an enduring balance of payments crisis led India to
adopt the World Bank-prescribed ‘structural adjustment’ programme,
entailing economy-wide changes. ‘Liberalisation’, the official name for this
phenomenon, inaugurated for Anil Agarwal a new regime. One that would
intensify natural resource use, surely — as he warns in Reader 1 and tracks
in Reader 2 — placing a great strain on India, especially on the poor who
depend on natural resources for their subsistence.
For Agarwal, this de-humanising pressure is not beyond
redressal. If ‘liberalisation’ means ‘opening up the economy’ to private
capital and ‘curtailing State control’, then surely it can boost local democracy?
The entrepreneur will be empowered; surely the local community also can?
Liberalisation, taken to its logical end, can only lead to ecological
democracy. Agarwal also soberly asks: need ‘liberalisation’ pit ‘development’ against ‘environment’? A trade-off between the two is inevitable; is it
possible to maintain a political balance in priorities, ensure growth that
cannot ignore equity and social justice?
Just growth? Or growth that is just? Agarwal calls it the
Challenge of the Balance. Chapter one of Reader 2 is like a ‘trailer’ to the
rest of the book. Here, the nature of this challenge is minimally introduced;
here, we also notice an increasing preoccupation with ecological dystopias.
Liberalisation provides a new twist to the environment-development
problematic; so does environmental degradation, now visible in newer
spaces and taking newer, chemicalised and toxic forms.
Chapter two revolves around a critical factor: the political
management of environmental issues. From Reader 1, we know the State in
India has controlled natural resource use, has subsidised use by private
interests, or has created laws and institutions, which marginalise the very
poor and alienate them from managing their own resources. From Reader 1,
we know of Agarwal’s demand for a strong regulatory apparatus. In Reader 2,
this demand is iterated in the context of liberalisation. For, if India fails to
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that poor people do not degrade the environment, or, even, the fact that
Bangladesh cannot tell the US what the US ought to do to combat global
warming. What is realised in the series is a tendency to strain towards
the future, to point to what shall have been, from the environmentdevelopment perspective, as India develops.
There is much repetition in the writing you might like to
peruse. It is inevitable: here is a person maniacally committed to
explaining Everything Related to the Environment as and when it happens,
or as and when it ought to happen, a person completely impatient about
why it is not happening the way it can happen. It is inevitable: here is a
person devoted to positive clarification through real-life examples, but is
unable to find, and therefore cite, as many as he would like. But a better
way to characterise this habit is to call it not ‘repetition’ but ‘insistence’.
There is acuity, too, in the writing, by the by. Rant, vision, a
sense of not being understood, non-acceptance at being baulked,
arrogance, analysis, political economy, insight, a sense that truth isn’t all
that far off. Certainly, it cannot be evaded.
The writings possess another explicit intention: all that can be
perceived, understood, abstracted or put into a pattern — or prose — is
communicable. There exists much matter that must be placed in the
public domain, preferably in a form that people find approachable.
Journalism is a strategic profession, but also a tactical vocation. So it is that
these writings rely on a healthy non-conformism: before you become an
environmentalist, travel through your country. India is amazing in its
variety. You will be amazed by her cultures and her ecosystems.
Ergo, you can only become a reporter. 

division of India her politicians are indulging in, and their disinterest, can
only turn people away from democracy. Liberalisation will then also
produce millions of cynics. This must be combated. Democracy may be a
problem, he avers, but it is the only solution in India. This is where civil
society must call a spade a spade. He calls for social action, which we will
re-turn to in Chapter seven: a campaign for clean air in Delhi.
Chapter six of this Reader is an interlude. It showcases an
editor of a fortnightly magazine, who does have the right to talk about films
or what others have written. ‘Gobarspeak’, for instance, is an essay in
eco-anthropology. Knowledge emerges as a crucial issue: how can we
combat pollution in India if we possess little information on it? Here lies a
problem for activism, as Agarwal understands it: unless you possess the
facts, you cannot make much sense. Complexity is another key issue.
Agarwal, the journalist grapples with a problem that, today, in the ‘Age of the
Grab’, has become even more potent: how can the complexity of environmental issues be communicated? Capacity, or the lack of it confronts us, as
Agarwal explores how the South can match the academic dynamism of the
North on climate change The last two chapters of the Reader turn to
global issues. In the period of the 1980s, leading up to the Rio Conference in
1992, Agarwal was full of prescription, advice, hope. He believed ‘One
world’ was possible (see Reader 1). But by the mid-1990s, the essays betray
increasing disappointment. Rio +5 is a metaphor of global inaction on the
environmental front. Agarwal is now increasingly sure that ‘ecological
globalisation’ — the emergence of numerous multilateral environmental
agreements — is a ‘front’ to do business. Nations get together to discuss
ecological problems that are global in nature, but invariably present
solutions that fit the narrower national economic interests. “Why is it
necessary to keep watch on these negotiations? Agarwal asks in p 183.
Because the international environmental movement is becoming increasingly non-transparent. Because the Third World refuses to go beyond its
refrain of ‘give us money, give us technology and we’ll sign off our resources’.
Because India’s environmental diplomacy is a disgrace.
Policy incoherence infuriates Agarwal, whether at home or
in the world. 
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develop a strong check-and-balance system, “then her environment will be
ravaged not only by the likes of Enron…, but equally and more so by Indian
industrialists” (p 3). Agarwal believes the prime minister must be at the
helm of environmental regulation, for it is complex and requires
inter-ministerial co-ordination. As prime ministers come and go, and
environment ministers change at the drop of an election, Agarwal can only
look upon 1995-1998 as a time of “regulatory mayhem”. It is a management
style that cuts across party lines; as the chapter proceeds, over time, the
tone turns acidic.
There is additional reason to turn acidic. As chapters three and
four and, in a related way, chapters seven and eight show, environmental
degradation has crossed all barriers. It was in the Reader 1 that Agarwal had
explained how a degraded environment affected the rural poor most and
how poverty and development were two sides of the same coin. Reader 2
exclaims with surprise, and then elaborates with increasing dread, the
effects of regulatory indifference past and present. But there is also
more. For Agarwal finds that mayhem isn’t only regulatory in nature; it
accurately describes the everyday ecology of people in India. For instance,
the animal-human conflict in India’s protected areas, is a point of constant
reference. How conservation is leading to tensions on the borders of its
reserves. How conservation insists on being anti-people, whether it is
government-backed, or World Bank-planned; and how no lessons have
been learnt. And how, tragically, new areas of conflict have emerged.
By the mid-1990s, Agarwal is increasingly convinced India is
hell-bent (no pun intended) on following what he calls the “Western
model” of growth. As he puts it, it is a “toxic model” of growth; it is
predicated on a massive consumption of resources, it spews waste.
“Western societies,” he writes on p 133 of this Reader, “have been able to
survive and acquire some breathing space only because of high discipline
and massive investments in pollution control and prevention.” Such
massive investments are not possible for a country like India.
It would seem like mayhem everywhere you turn. Could it be
possible that the optimist of the 1980s has become an alarmist in the 1990s?
No. There is answer in the alarm. Chapter five is aptly titled ‘It
is time for civil society to step in’. What worries Agarwal is that the blatant
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